In this study, the effects of counter ion valency of the electrolyte on the colloidal repulsion between two parallel cylindrical particles were investigated. Electrostatic interactions of the cylindrical particles were calculated with the variation of counter ion valency. To calculate the electrical repulsive energy working between these two cylindrical particles, Derjaguin approximation was applied. The electrostatic potential profiles were obtained numerically by solving nonlinear Poission-Boltzmann (P-B) equation and calculating middle point potential and repulsive energy working between interacting surfaces. The electrical potential and repulsive energy were influenced by counter ion valency, Debye length, and surface potential. The potential profile and middle point potential decayed with the counter ion valency due to the promoted shielding of electrical charge. On the while, the repulsive energy increased with the counter ion valency at a short separation distance. These behaviors of electrostatic interaction agreed with previous results on planar or spherical surfaces.
Introduction
Colloidal suspension containing cylindrical particles such as nanotube and nanorod has been studied widely for their promising applications in engineering. [1] [2] [3] Various methods such as soft and hard templating methods and controlled epitaxial growth have been developed to synthesize nanorods and nanotubes. [4] [5] [6] [7] However, not only the synthesis but the manipulation of synthesized nanorods and nanotubes are required for the practical application. For the manipulation of these cylindrical particles, the analysis on the interaction between these particles is required, which has been of keen interest in colloid science. 8 Due to the anisotropy of cylindrical structure, the analysis on the interaction between cylindrical particles is a complicate problem comparing to that of the isotropic particles like spheres. The colloidal interaction is dependent on various parameters such as ion concentration, surface potential, and the valency of ions dissolved in aqueous medium. Specifically, the ion valency makes the interaction analysis more complicate because it would change the Debye length and make Poisson-Boltzmann (P-B) equation complex. In many previous studies, the P-B equation was solved for the case of monovalent (1:1) electrolyte; i.e. an electrolyte composed of monovalent cation and anion, like NaCl, is assumed to be dissolved in the suspending medium. When the colloidal system is assumed to have monovalent electrolyte, the P-B equation is expressed as a nonlinear equation containing hyperbolic sine function which can be simplified further after applying Debye-Hückel approximation. 9 However, the P-B equation cannot be simply expressed in a hyperbolic function when divalent or trivalent electrolyte is used. Furthermore, linearization of P-B equation would not be valid any more in a colloidal system with multivalent electrolyte. 10, 11 Considering that many divalent or trivalent electrolytes are used as additives in preparing stable colloidal nanorod or nanotube suspension, it is required to study on the effects of ion valency on the colloidal repulsion between cylindrical particles.
Analyses on the electrostatic repulsion between cylindrical particles have been studied analytically and numerically during last decades. Colloidal repulsion between cylindrical particles is largely dependent on the orientation of particles. From the previous studies, the electrical repulsion is minimized when the particles are aligned crossed with each other because of the curvatures of interacting cylindrical surfaces. 12, 13 The electrical repulsion becomes larger with increase of particle length when the cylindrical particles are aligned parallel because of increase of interacting surface area. Therefore, the repulsion between cylindrical particles aligned in parallel is most important comparing to other configurations when considering the practical colloidal cylindrical particles with high aspect ratio.
To analyze the repulsion between cylindrical particles aligned in parallel many assumptions were introduced. Firstly, the end effect was neglected. [14] [15] [16] [17] To solve the electrostatic repulsion analytically, the surface potential was assumed to be lower than 25 mV (at 25 o C) and the Debye screening length was much smaller than the radius of cylindrical particles. Under these assumptions, P-B equation was linearized and could be solved analytically. After obtaining the potential profile from the linearized equation, the interaction between cylindrical particles was obtained using superposition method. 18 However, these analytical results are valid only when the colloidal particles are suspending in a concentrated ionic solution with low surface potential. Later, the low surface potential assumption was moderated by numerical technique. 15, 16, [19] [20] [21] [22] Using the numerical technique, more complicate problems such as overlapping of Debye screening length was solved. For example, electrical repulsive force of cylindrical particles confined in a rectangular channel was Figure 1 . Scheme of the interacting surface elements (shadowed area) of cylinders studied 15 and interaction free energy of two cylindrical particles was calculated using bycylinder coordinates. 16 However, these numerical solutions were performed only for the cases of symmetric monovalent electrolytes. For the effect of multivalent ions on the colloidal interaction, only several studies have been carried out. A simplified analytic solution of P-B equation in 2:1 electrolyte was reported 23 and the electrostatic force working between spheres was recently analyzed. 11 In this work, the electrostatic repulsive energies between two cylindrical particles were investigated by varying the ion valency of unsymmetrical electrolyte. Specifically, the effects of the counter ion valency to the cylindrical particle surface were observed. Two cylindrical particles aligned in parallel are modeled and the electrostatic repulsive energy between them is investigated. The electrostatic repulsion is important specifically when these particles are positioned close where the electrical double layers (or Debye lengths) near the particle surface are overlapped. Here, Derjaguin approximation is applied in calculating the interaction energy between cylindrical particles. To calculate the electrostatic repulsive energy, the electrical potential profile is obtained by solving nonlinear P-B equation, and then the osmotic pressure between interacting surface elements is calculated from the potential profile. This numerical approach would expand the insight on the colloidal interaction with complex situation.
Formulation of the Problem
Before the formulation of the problem, the following assumptions should be set up. Firstly, the cylinders were assumed to be charged negatively with constant surface potential. The use of a fixed surface potential as a boundary condition is more practical comparing to the use of surface charge density. The surface potential of the particle is estimated from the zeta potential measurement. Constant surface potential is known to be valid when the charge of colloidal particle is driven by the adsorption of ions. 24 Secondly, electrostatic interaction is considered between only two cylinders of interest; the influence by other particles would be neglected. This assumption is valid for a dilute colloidal suspension under a certain critical concentration. 25 Thirdly, the end effect of the cylindrical particle is not considered. End effect is caused by the charge density different which is dependent to the curvature of the surface of interest. Finally, the dielectric constant of the cylindrical particle is assumed to be zero to ignore the potential distribution inside of the cylindrical particle.
To formulate the electrostatic interaction between cylindrical particles, Derjaguin integration method was applied. Application of Derjaguin integration method is appropriate in a practical colloidal system where Debye length is smaller than or comparable to the radius of a cylinder. 26 In practice, the Debye length of a solution containing 1 mM of monovalent electrolyte is 9.6 nm (at 25 °C), and it becomes smaller as the ionic concentration increases. In contrast, the radius of cylindrical colloidal particle is larger than or comparable to the Debye screening length (for example, the radius of carbon nanotube is tens to hundreds nm). Therefore, the Derjaguin approximation would be appropriate to model the practical system. The small Debye length suggests that the overlapping of electrical double layer would take place only when the separation distance is much smaller than the radius of cylindrical particles. Thereby, the electrical repulsion would be important only when the separation distance of two interacting surfaces is small enough.
To apply Derjaguin integration method, the interacting cylindrical surfaces are allocated to discrete interacting surface elements. Scheme of the interacting surface elements of model cylindrical particles is present in Figure 1 . The interacting surfaces are present as shadowed areas. Two cylinders in a length of L and with a radius of a are separated with a shortest distance of H. The surface potential of each cylinder is ψ 0. Between these two cylinders, the total interacting surface area is defined as the summation of planar rectangular elements which locates at the angle of θ i . The surface area of this element, ∆A, is expressed as follows:
Exactly same surface area of interacting surface is applied for the pairing cylindrical particle. The discrete interacting surfaces are separated with a distance of d that can be expressed as
Once the interacting surfaces are determined, the electrical potential profile between these surfaces and electrical potential at the middle point should be determined. The electrical potential profile can be obtained by solving the nonlinear P-B equation. The P-B equation is
where, ε0 is vacuum permittivity, εr is relative permittivity of suspending medium, F a is Faraday constant, z is ion valency, and C ∞ is bulk ion concentration in mole/L. variation of ion valency of z, equations of P-B equation, Debye screening length, pressure difference, and the repulsive energy would change.
Imagine that the cylinder is charged negatively and an electrolyte composed of one cation whose valency is z and monovalent anions. For example, CaCl 2 and AlCl 3 would have z values of 2 and 3, respectively. For the colloidal solution containing such a multivalent electrolyte, the P-B equation can be expressed as equation (4) after the consideration of Derjaguin approximation.
By introducing dimensionless parameters present in equation (5), the P-B equation is transformed to a dimensionless form of equation (6). 
In equation (6), the Debye length, λD, is defined as 
When solving above dimensionless P-B equation, the following boundary conditions are applied. 
Assigning the middle point potential as m ψ , the pressure difference, ∆P, between the middle point and bulk solution is expressed as equation (9).
The Maxwell stress was not considered here because of the symmetric potential distribution between interacting surfaces. Finally, the electrostatic repulsive energy working between interacting surface elements, ∆V r,i , can be obtained by integrating above pressure difference from the dimensionless separation distance y 2 to infinite.
The total repulsive energy is obtained by summarizing all the repulsive energies working between interacting surface elements. Thereby, the total repulsive energy is expressed as the following equation (11) .
Above equations could be applied to describe the repulsive energy of a cylindrical colloid suspending in the multivalent electrolyte solution.
In carrying out numerical calculation, the electrical potential profile was obtained from the solution of nonlinear P-B equation of (6) by applying Gelakin finite element method combined with Newton's method. Quadratic basis functions were used in the calculation. The potential profile was obtained when the potential values were converged under the tolerance of 1×10 -4 . After obtaining the electrical potential profile, the electrical potential at the middle point, m ψ , was obtained, and then the repulsive energy was calculated.
Results and Discussion
In general, Debye length decays with the electrolyte concentration. When multivalent ions are dissolved in a colloidal solution, the Debye length would also reduce with increase of ion valency as indicated in equation (7). In Table 1 Before calculating the repulsive energies between cylindrical particles, the electrical potential profiles were investigated. Electrical potential profiles between two parallel interacting surface elements were obtained from the solution of the dimensionless P-B equation of equation (6) . The obtained electrical potential profile is present in Figure 2 . In calculation, the characteristic length of a was arbitrarily chosen as 1 nm, and the separation distance between surfaces was set as 10 nm. Debye lengths at different ionic concentration are summarized in Table 1 . Symmetric potential profiles between two surfaces were obtained under the assumption of the constant surface potential of
. As present in Figure 1 , the potential profile is symmetric since the surface potentials are same on both sides. Comparing figures 1(a)~(c), the electrical potential decays more rapidly as the valency of cation increases when the ionic concentration is kept constant. Increase of counter ion valency reduced the Debye length and promoted the potential profile decay near the surface. The electrical potential also drops off faster with increase of electrolyte concentration as it is known already. This electrical potential drop is generally explained by the screening of opposite charges and shrinkage of double layer thickness with the ionic concentration. 27 From the potential profile between two parallel surfaces, the middle point potential, m ψ , could be determined. The middle point potential is the potential value at the center of the separation distance. For example, the potential value at y = 5.0 would be m ψ in Figure 2 . As described in equations (9) and (10), determination of middle point potential is crucial in calculating repulsive energy. Since the middle point potential would change with the separation distances between two surfaces, it would decay as the separation distance becomes wider. In Figures 3 and 4 , changes of m ψ are present. In Figure   3 , profiles of m ψ are present that were calculated at a constant surface potential of
. At a weak ionic strength, the middle point potential changes little, and whose value is close to surface potential, 0 ψ . This little change indicates that the electrical potential profile extended long, which is representing as the thick Debye screening lengths. With increase of electrolyte concentration, m ψ decays rapidly due to the screen- ψ , were chosen as parameters in calculation. In Figure 5 , the repulsive energy profiles against the separation distance, H/a are present. The repulsive energy is calculated at the same values of Debye length and surface potential. Regardless to the counter ion valency, several trends were commonly observed. Firstly, the repulsive energy increases with the Debye length. This Debye length dependency is reasonable considering that Debye length indicates the extent of the electrical double layer near to the surface. 9 Increment of Debye length results in overlapping of the electrical double layers that leads to stronger repulsion. Secondly, surface potential increase led to higher repulsive energy. The repulsive energy is known to be proportional to the square of surface potential for the linearized P-B equation with 1:1 electrolyte. 5 Our results showed similar dependency to the square of surface potential, but not exactly be proportional to it (data not shown). This difference is to be due to the nonlinearity of P-B equation used here and the curvature of the cylinder as discussed in the previous studies. 13, 28, 29 Larger counter ion valency led to increment of repulsive energy. This repulsive energy raise by the counter ion valency agrees with previous results of the planar 20 and spherical surfaces. 30 The valency effect is dominant as the Debye length becomes thicker. Specifically, the repulsive energy of larger valency was higher at a short separation distance, but the magnitude of repulsive energy turned over as the separation distance increases. This turnover of repulsive energy agrees with the previous reports, 10 which is driven by the extended profile of potential at small ion valency.
Conclusions
In this study, the colloidal repulsion between two parallel cylindrical particles was investigated. The high counter ion valency of the electrolyte resulted in a fast decay of electrical potential. Subsequently, the middle point potential decayed rapidly, too. The higher counter ion valency promotes the screening of surface charge, so that the electrical potential decayed rapidly. On the while, the repulsive energy is increased with the valency at a very short separation distance, which is also observed in planar and spherical surfaces. Though Derjaguin approximation has a limit for its application, this approach provided an insight for the effect of counter ion valency of the electrolyte on the colloidal interaction. These results would be useful in fundamental study and engineering of many cylindrical colloidal particles such as a nanorod/nanotube suspension.
